Abstract. For periodically driven systems, quantum tunnelling between classical resonant stability islands in phase space separated by invariant KAM curves or chaotic regions manifests itself by oscillatory motion of wavepackets centred on such an island, by mulitplet splittings of the quasienergy spectrum, and by phase space localization of the quasienergy states on symmetryrelated flux tubes. Qualitatively different types of classical resonant island formation-due to discrete symmetries of the system-and their quantum implications are analysed by a (uniform) semiclassical theory. The results are illustrated by a numerical study of a driven non-harmonic oscillator.
Introduction
The generic phase space structures of classical Hamiltonian systems show an intricate mixture of regular motion on invariant tori and chaotic space filling dynamics. The quantum manifestation of the Poincaré scenario in the statistics of energy spectra, fluctuation of expectation values and wavepacket dynamics is still debated today. An important aspect in this classical-quantum correspondence is the tunnelling dynamics between classical regular regions in phase space divided by separatrices or chaotic layers. Whereas the tunnelling phenomenon is easily understood semiclassically for tunnelling through potential barriers, the general case of dynamical tunnelling [1] , for example, tunnelling through a classically chaotic region, is far from being fully explored.
The present paper addresses several aspects of a semiclassical analysis of dynamical tunnelling. For simplicity, we will confine our discussion to the case of one-dimensional time-periodic systems, which model, for example, atomic or molecular dynamics in laser fields or driven mesoscopic systems. Such 'one and a half'-dimensional systems show most of the relevant dynamics and allow, on the other hand, extensive numerical studies in the semiclassical regime of smallh. A considerable number of previous studies on dynamical tunnelling have been carried out for systems of this type, as for instance the studies of a driven double-well oscillator by Lin and Ballentine [2, 3] , Peres [4] , Plata and Gomez Llorente [5] , and Hänggi and co-workers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the analysis of a generalized kicked rotator [11, 12] or a harmonically driven planar rotor [13] as well as the kicked Harper model [14, 15] . Very recently, the level splitting distribution in chaos-assisted tunnelling two space dimensions has been studied by Leyvraz and Ullmo [16] .
In section 2, we give a brief description of the classical dynamics of the model system. Based on the semiclassical pendulum quantization of KAM resonances derived in a preceding paper [17] -in the following denoted as paper I-a semiclassical analysis of the quasienergy quantization of resonances is presented in section 4. The tunnelling splitting of the quasienergies is discussed in section 5. In particular the structure of the quasienergy spectra, the tunnelling integral over the classical forbidden region and the scaling withh are discussed, as well as the differences for the cases of tunnelling between classically connected or disconnected flux tubes. In section 6, the semiclassical dynamics of wavepacket tunnelling between the stability regions is studied.
Classical division of phase space
In the present study, we choose as an example the linearly forced anharmonic oscillator
with units m = b = ω = 1, which is time-periodic with period T = 2π/ω. For λ = 0, the system reduces to the time-independent (and therefore integrable) quartic oscillator, where a phase space point moves on the energy shell H (p, x) = E with frequency ω 1 , which increases with E. For small values of the force amplitude λ, the oscillations in resonance with the driving force, ω 1 : ω = r : s with integers r and s, are typically distorted, and a chain of elliptic and hyperbolic fixed points appears. For increasing values of λ, the resonance zones grow and the separatrix dividing the resonance motion from the outer non-resonant oscillation develops into a chaotic layer. Finally, the resonance zones overlap and global chaos sets in. For the parameter λ = 2 81 √ 3 ≈ 0.014 2556 (see [18] for the motivation of this special choice) the phase space is predominantly filled by regular motion with isolated resonances, the largest ones at ω 1 : ω = 2 : 4, 1 : 3, 2 : 8, 1 : 5 and 1 : 7 as shown in the stroboscopic Poincaré section at times t = nT , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , in figure 1 .
The Hamiltonian (1) is invariant under the discrete symmetry
which appears also in the driven double-well potential (see, e.g. [3, 4] ). The dynamical symmetry (2) has important consequences for the phase space organization of the resonant motion. There are two possibilities.
(i) The phase space tube surrounding the periodic orbit at the centre of the resonance is invariant under the symmetry (2) . In this case, a Poincaré section of the flux tube at t = (n + 1 2 )T will be a mirror image with respect to x = 0 (and p = 0) of the Poincaré section at t = nT as, for example, for the 'odd' resonances 1 : 3 and 1 : 5.
(ii) There are groups of disconnected resonance tubes, each of which violates the symmetry and transforms into another member of this group under the symmetry operation (2). This is a general consequence of the symmetry of the time translation t → t + T /2: it can still be shown that every even resonance chain breaks up into two disconnected ones, where neighbouring islands belong to different chains. A Poincaré section at time t = (n + 1 2 )T will interchange these pairs. In the present case, this is observed for the even 2 : 4 and 2 : 8 resonance.
The topology of the cable of intertwined flux tubes in (x, p, t) space can be very complicated. Various graphical illustrations of such a cable can be found in the literature (see, e.g. [19, figures 8.3-3] for an outstanding example). Here we will confine ourselves to the group of flux tubes of single isolated resonances, as illustrated in paper I in (x, p, t) space. Figure 2 shows as an example the projection of such a group of flux tubes on the (x, t) plane for the 2 : 4 resonance. As discussed in (ii) above, we see two pairs of disconnected tubes. Quantum mechanically, these four segments of tubes will lead to four (almost degenerate) quasienergy states, as discussed in detail in the following sections. Table 1 lists the important parameters of the classical resonance dynamics, the area A − enclosed by the largest invariant non-resonant curve below the resonance, the area A + enclosed by the smallest invariant non-resonant curve above the resonance and the resonance area A = A + − A − . The average of the areas A + and A − determines approximately the average action-variable I = p dx/2π of the resonance zone
In addition, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix e ±iω 0 T at the stable fixed point are needed in the following, as well as the action integral S + po along the s-periodic orbit at the fixed point.
In the following, we will analyse in detail the dynamics of the 1 : 3 resonance centred at the periodic orbit started at, for example, (p, x) = (0, 0.385) and the 2 : 4 resonances, i.e. the symmetry-related pair of two-periodic orbits started at, for example, (p, x) = (0, −0.600) or (0.246, −0.027), respectively (compare with figure 2).
Quantum quasienergies and scaling properties
The quantum dynamics of a time (T )-periodic system can be conveniently described in terms of the quasienergy (Floquet) states
which closely resemble the eigenstates of time-independent systems. The quasienergies ε ν are only defined by (4) up to integer multiples ofhω(ω = 2π/T ). It is therefore convenient to define the quasiangles
For Hamilitonian (1), the quasienergy spectrum is a pure point spectrum [20] . The time-periodic Schrödinger equation
can be simplified by scaling the variables and parameters as
which transforms (6) into
The quasienergies scale as
and the quasiangles are, of course, independent of the scaling. Here we will use the scaled quantities (dropping the prime in the following sections). In the classical limit, the dynamics depends only on a single parameter, λ , and the (scaled) Planck constant,h , of the quantum dynamics can be controlled by changing the frequency, ω.
Pendulum quantization and semiclassical analysis
Semiclassical EBK quantization techniques for the quasienergy states for time-periodic systems have been developed and studied recently [21, 22] . They allow a quantization in two independent steps, in contrast to related methods for general two-dimensional systems (see, e.g. [23, ch 7.3] and references therein).
For a non-resonant motion, the first quantization step determines the classical torus with quantized action
where γ 1 is a closed path following the intersection of the torus with the stroboscopic Poincaré section and µ 1 is the Maslov index of the path (e.g. µ 1 = 2 for a liberational motion with two turning points). The subsequent step simply determines the quasienergies
in terms of the torus average or, equivalently, the long-time average of the Lagrangian
The frequency ω 1 in (11) is the angular frequency corresponding to the action I 1 . It should be noted that the quantum mechanical quasienergies are only determined up to multiples of hω, and the termhωn 2 in (11) is irrelevant. Due to the phase space organization in the one-dimensional case, the quantization condition (10) , which labels the torus supporting the quasienergy state n 1 , also counts the number of states supported by the phase space region enclosed by the curve γ 1 , which is given by
We therefore expect (for
states supported by the phase space region inside the quantized invariant torus above the resonance (state n
states below the resonance region, i.e. the quasienergy state with quantum number n In comparison with exact results, the semiclassical quantization of non-resonant tori, i.e. tori outside the resonance zones, proved to yield very good results as demonstrated in paper I. Even in cases close to resonances, where the quantizing tori are already destroyed and chaotic layers exist, interpolation techniques yield good approximations to the quasienergies, as long as the resonances zones are small compared with Planck's constant [22] . In paper I, the semiclassical quantization of the KAM resonances, and in particular the case of large resonances supporting several quantum states, has been addressed in more detail. At resonance, i.e. for a rational frequency ratio ω 1 : ω = r : s(r, s ∈ N, the relevant dynamics is described by a pendulum (see [24] for a related pendulum approximation applied to periodically driven hydrogen atoms). The wavefunctions, (ϕ), for this pendulum satisfy the Mathieu differential equation
where ϕ is the pendulum angle.
In the classical limit, the pendulum motion can execute librational (for a > 2q) or rotational (for a < 2q) motion in different regions in phase space divided by the separatrix (a = 2q). The area enclosed by the separatrix is 16 √ q, which must be mapped onto the classical resonance area A divided byh (compare with section 2). This determines the Mathieu parameter
The boundary conditions for the solutions of (14) are
where the 'Maslov index' µ is determined by
(note the wrong sign in equation (48) of paper I). Here, I 1,0 is the location of the resonance, which is given by the average action (3). It should be noted that the Maslov index µ is real valued, i.e. not equal to an integer. As well known from the theory of the Mathieu equation, the boundary condition (16) determines (for any value of l) a characteristic value of a inside the stability bands numbered by j = 0, 1, . . . , i.e. one obtains the characteristic values a j,l , which finally map onto the quasienergies by
with
The quasienergies ε j,l,n 2 taken modulohω/s agree with the ε j,l . Let us recall from paper I that S + po is the classical action along the s-periodic orbit centred at the elliptic fixed point and ω 0 is the characteristic frequency for the motion close to the fixed point determined by the eigenvalues of the stability matrix. As discussed in detail in paper I, an expression equivalent to (19) can be derived using data from the hyperbolic fixed points.
In the following, the structural organization of the semiclassical resonance spectrum is analysed. Quite conveniently, we will use the solid-state term 'band' to describe a set of quasidegenerate levels (modulohω(n 2 + r/s)) belonging to symmetry-related flux tubes.
In paper I, a detailed comparison of exact quantum results demonstrated the quality of the semiclassical pendulum quantization for resonances as well as the semiclassical assignment of quantum numbers, which reveals the underlying structure of the spectrum. In particular, the quasienergies of states localizing on a r : s resonance appear as s-multiplets, which are almost degenerate if they are taken modulohω/s. The presented uniform method provided already quasienergy splittings due to tunnelling. The characteristic values of the Mathieu equation (14) were determined numerically in paper I.
It is, however, more informative in the present context of a semiclassical approximation to treat also the quantization of the Mathieu equation semiclassically. A uniform semiclassical solution of the one-dimensional time-periodic Schrödinger equation is known and explored in particular in the Mathieu case. Here we follow the treatment by Connor et al [25] . The semiclassical quantization condition for the solution of the Mathieu equation (14) with boundary condition (16) reads
where the factors
satisfy the sum rule f l = 0. Here, (22) is the action integral over the well and (23) is the tunnelling integral over the forbidden region (the 'barrier'). The boundaries of integration are the zeros of the integrand (the 'classical turning points'), which are real valued for a 2q and complex for a > 2q. The sign in (23) is chosen so that is negative below and positive above the barrier at a = 2q. Because of the phase correction term
the semiclassical formula is valid uniformly below and above the barrier. For the Mathieu case, the phase integrals can be expressed by
in terms of elliptic integrals E(k) and K(k) with k 2 = (a +2q)/4q and k 2 = 1−k 2 following the notation in [26] . At the separatrix a = 2q we have
Equation (20) can be rewritten [25] as
where j = 0, 1, . . . counts the consecutive multiplicities of the arctan function and determines the 'band number'. The numerical solution of (20) or (28) determines the uniform semiclassical characteristic values a j,l of the Mathieu equation for boundary condition (16) . The numerical results for the quasiangles for the 1 : 3 resonance states are listed in table 2, where the quasiangles θ are taken modulo 2π/3. The θ appear as almost degenerate triples, which are clearly organized in bands numbered by j . A first assignment of the semiclassical quantum numbers l = 0, 1, 2 is supported by the shifts πl/3 of the θ-triple before the modulo operation. Also shown in the table are the present semiclassical quasienergies (column scl(2)) obtained from (19) , which are in very good agreement with the more elaborate ones given in paper I (listed in column scl (1)). (Note that the l numbering in paper I differs from the present one.) Furthermore, one observes that the triple of quasiangles for l = 0, 1, 2 changes its order for odd or even values of the band number j , which is easily explained semiclassically because of the alternating sign of the slope of the cos function in figure 3 . Interestingly, the semiclassical quasienergy splittings yield good approximations to the exact splittings even for states localizing definitely outside the resonance, i.e. j > 8. There the underlying pendulum approximation loses its legitimation, and the absolute values of the semiclassical quasienergies increasingly deviate from quantum values. The noticeable deviation between the semiclassical and the quantum values for the extremely small splittings in the lowest bands, however, are due to the limited accuracy in the quantum computations. Figure 4 shows the quasiangles θ j for the 1 : 3 resonance states taken modulo 2π/3 as a function of the band number j (compare with figure 6 of paper I). The quasiangles (modulo 2π/3) appear as almost degenerate triples, where the splitting increases with j , as discussed in detail in the following section. For the average valuef = l f l /s = 0 we have (compare with (28))
which determines the band centreā j as a function of j . More directly, the inverse function is explicitly given as
where α and φ are given in (22) and (24) as a function of the parameter a, which can be determined from (19) :
Therefore, (30) provides the typical dependence of the band centre as a function of the quasiangle θ valid uniformaly across the separatrix. Similarly, the semiclassical band edges can be determined from (28) using the extreme case f = ±1. This leads to
which increases with from zero below the separatrix toj ± , i.e. the j band width approaches unity.
Both, the band centre and the upper and lower band edges are also shown in figure 4 as broken or dotted curves, respectively. We observe a marked change of the slope close to the separatrix band number estimated as
(33) which yields j sep = 8.06 in agreement with figure 4. For larger band numbers, the triple of exact quantum values follow the semiclassical boundaries. Finally, it should be noted that well below the barrier −π is very large in the semiclassical limit and the tunnelling contribution in (28) can be neglected (φ = 0) and we recover the primitive semiclassical quantization (see paper I)
in agreement, of course, with the band centre (29) for φ = 0. In this limit, ε j,l in (19) is l-independent
Even more drastically, the elliptic functions in (26) can be expanded to first order in k 2 and one obtains
i.e. a contribution from the central periodic orbit and an additive harmonic oscillator ladder from the harmonically approximated pendulum. Formula (36) can also be obtained from the torus quantization by expanding expression (11) to the first order in the action I 1 , which agrees with the narrow approximation by Bensch and Thylwe [27] for the case of a single flux tube.
The localization properties of states related to the 1 : 3 resonance are most clearly detected in the quantum phase space densities, as for instance the Husimi density
which is simply the projection on minimum uncertainty states localized at point (p, x) in phase space: Figure 5 shows the Husimi distribution for a number of selected states computed from the exact quantum states. As in paper I, the exact quasienergy states are ordered according to increasing expectation values α|Ĥ (t = 0)|α . Here we use an index, γ , to number the states in this way. In addition, the semiclassically assigned quantum numbers (j, l) are given. As expected, states with j < 8 localize on the stability islands, as shown for the lowest states (the resonance 'ground states') j = 0 and the excited states j = 3. With increasing j , the Husimi distributions show an increasing number of maxima, but-for low j -the distributions for the three l substates are almost identical. This changes, however, the vicinity of the separatrix. The three 'separatrix states' with j = 8 show a pronounced localization in the vicinity of the hyperbolic fixed points, where two maxima are observed close to these unstable fixed points. States (j, l) = (8, 0) and (8, 1) localize predominantly on the outer, whereas state (j, l) = (8, 2) localizes on the inner branch of the separatrix. The states in the next higher band, j = 9, also populate the hyperbolic fixed points, however, clearly outside the classical separatrix (state (j, l) = (9, 2) is shown as an example) and, consequently, these states can be quantized also by primitive EBK torus quantization on a torus outside the separatrix (see paper I).
As an example of the organization of quasienergies for an even resonance, the r : s = 2 : 4 resonance will be discussed in some detail. As already pointed out in section 2, an even resonance breaks up to two disconnected subchains, i.e. we observe a chain of four two-periodic islands in the classical Poincaré section in figure 1 , where the pairs of opposite islands are connected by a flux tube. As shown in figure 2 , the two pairs of disconnected flux tubes interchange their position each half period, T /2. Therefore, after Figure 5 . Quantum Husimi phase space distributions for a number of selected states with semiclassically assigned quantum number (j, l) related to the 1 : 3 resonance. States with j < 8 localize on the stability islands, as shown for the lowest states (the resonance 'ground state') j = 0 and the excited states j = 3. The states j = 8 localize on the separatrix and j = 9 in the region outside the separatrix. one period T , each pair of flux tubes is at its starting position; however, the position of the flux tubes within such a pair is restored only after 2T .
The total resonance area is A = 0.043 23 and we expect 14 states localized inside the resonance islands. The semiclassical parameter q is therefore equal to 29.187 and the separatrix band (33) is expected at j sep ≈ 2.9. Furthermore, we have a Maslov index µ = 12.608. A semiclassical quantization of such an island chain has been derived in section 6 of paper I, which leads to the simple semiclassical quantization of each of the two-periodic flux tubes as discussed above. This yields two sets of quasiangles, which are degenerate modulo 2π/s = π. The semiclassical and exact results are compared in table 3 and figure 6 , where also the semiclassical band centre and band edges are shown. The overall trend of the quasienergy spectrum is reproduced semiclassically, in particular the approximate degeneracy (modulo 2π/s), the formation of four-tuples in separate bands, the variation of the band centre as well as the increase of the band width. The levels inside a band are split into two pairs (l = 0, 2 and l = 1, 3) with roughly the same quasienergy differences. The position of these pairs inside a band interchange with odd/even band number j .
Tunnelling splittings of the quasienergies
Let us now look at the tunnelling splittings of the quasienergies for narrow bands well below the barrier, i.e. for parameters of the Mathieu equation (14) in the region −2q < a 2q. Following [25] , the splittings of the characteristic values a of the Mathieu equation are approximated by expanding α-φ in the neighbourhood of the band centre (29) . The half width of the band j is approximately given by
and j = (a j ) (note that −1 f l 1). Using again the expansions for the elliptic integrals [26] , the phase integral α over the well and the tunnelling integral are approximately given by
and the splitting of the a-values in band j can be written (using (34)) as
The individual characteristic values inside band j are then given by
with an average value of a j . Semiclassically, theh-dependence of the tunnelling splitting is of interest. With √ q = A/16h in (43), the combined polynomial-exponential dependence can be written
with δ = A/2s. The approximate quasienergies in band j -taken modulohω/s-given in (19) are
where ε j is defined in (35), and
The splitting of the quasiangles (5)-modulo 2π/s-can then be written equivalently as
which shows-up to the additional factor ofh-the sameh-scaling as (45):
Two different origins of the splittings should be distinguished.
(i) The tunnelling integral, π j , resulting from a classically forbidden transition between the classical stability islands determines the overall splitting of the band, i.e. the band width.
(ii) The quasienergies of individual states of the s-tuple in each band are split by the termshωrl/s(l = 0, . . . , s − 1), which disappear when taken modulohω/s, as well as by the f l -terms (21) . These splittings arise from the matching conditions for the phases and are closely related to the symmetry properties of the states.
Semiclassical tunnelling through classically forbidden regions in phase space for two-dimensional time-independent systems has been discussed by Wilkinson [28] , who conjectured a scaling of the energy splittings as
where S is a constant, in agreement with the scaling (45) for the lowest band. This scaling law is, however, based on the existence of the classical tori, i.e. on the approximate integrability of the system. Deviations from this simple scaling law for strongly distorted systems are likely, where the classical separatrix develops into a chaotic layer (see [14] for a recent study).
Wavefunctions and wavepacket dynamics
In this section we will describe the semiclassical wavefunction supported by a group of flux tubes in more detail, as well as the symmetry and localization properties and the suppression of tunnelling.
Tunnelling between flux tubes
The semiclassical (EBK) quantization of quasienergy states [17, 21, 22] Neglecting tunnelling, it was shown in paper I that the primitive semiclassical quasienergy states for the island chain can be built up from this flux cable. The quasienergy wavefunction is given by
where ε j is defined in (35) (the termhωµ 1 r/4s is missing in equation (62) in paper I). The T -periodic functions u j,l,n 2 (t) can be expressed as
At the stroboscopic times t n = nT , we find in particular This does not depend on n 2 , so that we can drop this index. We will simplify the notation even more by also dropping-for the moment-the band index j . Introducing the (0) and σ = e i2πr/s , (54) reduces to
which represents the quasienergy functions at the stroboscopic time as a linear combination of the semiclassical flux tube functions. It is of interest that the coefficient matrix does not depend on the band number j . (As it stands, the transformation (55) from the single flux tube states to the quasienergy states is not norm conserving; this can be achieved, however, by multiplication with the s-root of the determinant of the transformation matrix.) For the simple case of a two-island chain r : s = 1 : 2 we have σ = −1 and (54) reads
v (1) .
First we observe that the state u 0 is symmetric in v (0) and v (1) , whereas u 1 is antisymmetric. Inverting (56)
we see that states v (ν) , which are localized on a single island, can be constructed by subtracting and adding the quasienergy states. These facts are, of course, well known from tunnelling in a symmetric double-well potential.
Somewhat more interesting is the case of the 1 : 3 resonance considered numerically in the preceding sections. The three functions v (ν) localize on the three islands in the classical Poincaré section in figure 1. With σ = e i2π/3 , the transformation is (1) v (2) .
The state u 0 is symmetric in the v (ν) and u 1 , u 2 transform into each other by interchanging any pair of the v (ν) up to a factor σ or σ * . In terms of the C 3 symmetry, u 0 is the A-state and u 1 , u 2 are the E-states (compare also with the discussion of a related semiclassical quantization of the three-fold restriction rotation in [29, 23] ). In fact, the matrix in (58) agrees with the character table of this group. This holds also for the transformation (55) in general, which is related to the C s point group.
Inverting (58), we obtain
which can be used to construct quantum states, which localize on a classical flux tube v (ν) initially and follow the classical orbit
. In addition, the wavefunction picks up a phase factor e −iθ j at each period, where θ j = ε j T /h is the quasiangle. Very clearly, the wavepacket will return to its initial island localization at times 3nT . This is, however, a simplified picture, because it neglects tunnelling. For example, if one starts a wavepacket constructed from a superposition of the three semiclassical quasienergy states l = 0, 1, 2 including the splitting-or, even more ambitious, the corresponding exact quantum states-the wavefunction will tunnel into the classically forbidden tubes of the flux cable. On can gain some insight into this process by means of the narrow band approximation of the preceding section. Starting a wavepacket localized on island ν in band j initially (we still suppress the band index in the equations):
with coefficients d ν,l given in (59), we have at stroboscopic times 3nT
The time-dependent probability amplitudes
(with f ν ν (0) = δ vν ) show a quasiperiodic tunnelling oscillation between the flux tubes with frequencies
Within the narrow band approximation (48), (49), this oscillation is strictly periodic if the ratio of two of the f l is rational.
Degeneracies and suppression of tunnelling
In contrast to the energy eigenvalues for a one-dimensional double-well potential, the quasienergies can be degenerate. In the present context, this is easily achieved by varying the value ofh, keeping thus the underlying classical dynamics unchanged. In view of section 3, this can be done, for example, in an experiment by varying the frequency ω. From (17) we see that the (quasi) Maslov index ν/4 is changed and two of the factors f l in (21) or (65) can become degenerate. It might be helpful to illustrate this by the complex quantities e i2π(l+µ/4)/s , the roots of z s = e iπµ/2 (f l = real z), which are the n vertices of a regular polygon, rotated by an angle πµ/2, which depends onh.
The condition for such a degeneracy of states l and l is µ
i.e. whenever µ/2 is equal to an integer, pairs of the f l -and hence semiclassical quasienergies ε l -are degenerate. Such a degeneracy occurs simultaneously in all bands j (note that this results from the semiclassical approximation, but is not a consequence of the narrow band approximation).
As an example, in figure 7 the characteristic value a j,l of the Mathieu equation (14) (i.e. the quasienergies (19) up to a linear transformation) are plotted as a function of the (scaled) h for the 1 : 3 resonance bands. The curves show a steep increase up to the separatrix value (which decreases withh because of a sep = 2q = (A/4h)
2 ) followed by a widening of the bands, where the three substates oscillate regularly undergoing repeated degeneracies in all bands. For even larger values ofh the bands approach each other and the substates form a regular net, where the interband-crossings are small, but, still avoided. In case of a degeneracy of substates l and l , one can construct a wavefunction, which is localized on any pair of flux tubes. The tunnelling to the third flux tube is suppressed, i.e. one of the islands is not populated at times 3nT . Such an anti-localization on tube ν can be achieved by taking a linear combination of the quasienergy states (71) i.e. the probability distribution remains constant.
Concluding remarks
We have analysed the splitting of the quasienergy states in periodically driven quantum systems due to tunnelling between classical resonance flux tubes in continuation of previous work on semiclassical EBK quantization [17, 22] . The resulting semiclassical approximation provides a simple method for computing the quasienergies and their splittings from a few classical data by means of phase integrals over the flux tube and the dynamical barrier. Numerical applications to a driven quartic oscillator demonstrated the applicability of this approximation, which may be useful for more realistic systems because very small tunnelling splittings are difficult to compute quantum mechanically. Moreover, the semiclassical analysis provides a useful skeleton for the overall organization of the quasienergy spectrum, which can be labelled by semiclassical quantum numbers. At the present time, we are not aware of experimental data of quantum tunnelling splittings between classical flux tubes, which allow a direct quantitative application of the present analysis. There is, however, a strong experimental effort to control and stabilize states of atomic or molecular systems in time periodic fields, e.g. strong laser fields. In particular, it should be possible to populate resonance island states, e.g. by controlling the time variation of suitable system parameters. We hope that our prediction of tunnelling between flux tubes will be experimentally observed in the future.
In closing, we would like to point out that there are also some open problems in the theoretical understanding of these tunnelling processes, because the present analysis is developed and tested for a system, which is almost regular. It should be of some interest to study the influence of increasing chaoticity on the splittings for tunnelling transitions through the chaotic separatrix layer. Work along these lines is in progress.
